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The Criminalization of Survival Attempts:
Locking Up Female Runaways and

Other Status Offenders
Alecia Humphrey*
listen,
when ifound there was no safety
in my father's house
i knew there was none anywhere.
you are right about this,
how i nurturedmy work
not my self, how i left the girl
wallowing in her own shame
and took on the flesh of my mother.
but listen,
the girl is rising in me,
not willing to be left to
the silentfingers in the dark,
and you are right,
she is askingfor more than
most men are able to give,
but she means to have what she
has earned,
sweet sighs, safe houses,
hands she can trust.
Lucille Clifton
from "to my friend, jerina"'

* Alecia Humphrey recently graduated from the University of Wisconsin Law School. She

also has an EdM from the Harvard University Graduate School of Education where she
focused on girls' psychological development. Between graduate and law school, Ms.
Humphrey worked for several years creating and facilitation programming for at-risk girls in
Boston.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of our greatest hopes for children is that we can teach them to
navigate the worlds in which they live; to seek out people and resources
that can help them to avoid situations that might do them harm. What
happens, however, when we criminalize coping strategies and begin to revictimize child victims? We are a society which has witnessed the
victimization of our children by physical and sexual abuse within their own
homes. While we have created social service and criminal justice systems
for the purpose of protecting these children, there are far too many who live
in constant terror from abuse. Sometimes these children are forced to take
matters into their own hands to avoid the abuse by running away. Our
response to frustrations surrounding runaways, and a lack of control over
the social welfare system, has allowed us to classify runaways as status
offenders and has opened the door to allowing these child victims to be
further victimized through institutionalization and incarceration. Girls,
who make up the majority of abused runaways, 2 are consequently punished
for their attempts at survival. How have we moved from a legal system
advocating justice to one where the victims are criminalized until they
become the next generation of perpetrators?
When the court created the doctrine of parens patriae, the state as
parent, it opened the door to allowing itself to be the final moral arbitrator
in the lives of youth. It allowed the court to legitimize informal
discretionary processes in the juvenile court.3 Courts could freely make
moral judgments about the "best interest of the child" that were based more
on their view as a parent than their role as the court.4 Instead of
punishment, a judge's mandate was to offer sentencing that allowed
rehabilitation.5 This process put judges in a unique position, because their
job became to "save" youth, instead of punishing them.6
Status offenses are a classification, under juvenile delinquency law, of
acts committed by juveniles that would not be a crime if they were
7
committed
by an
adult.violations,
Status and
offenses
often
include by
running
8 In
school truancy,
curfew
alcohol
possession
minors.away,
1. LUCILLE CLIFTON, QUILTING POEMS 1987-1990, 55 (BOA Editions Ltd. 1991).
2. See Meda Chesney-Lind, Will the Juvenile Court System Survive?: Challenging
Girls'Invisibilityin Juvenile Court, 564 ANNALS 185, 189-90 (1999) [hereinafter ChesneyLind, ChallengingGirls' Invisibility].
3. Cheryl Dalby, Gender Bias Toward Status Offenders: A Paternalistic Agenda
CarriedOut Through the JJDPA, 12 LAW & INEQ. J. 429, 435 (1994).
4. Id.
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id. at 437. The most common status offenses are running away from home and
truancy. Status offenders differ from juvenile delinquents in that juvenile delinquents have
violated federal, state, or local law. Status offenders have broken no law.
8. MEDA CHESNEY-LIND & RANDALL G. SHELDEN, GIRLS, DELINQUENCY, AND JUVENILE
JUSTICE 30 (West/ Wadsworth 1998) [hereinafter CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN].
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addition, some state statutes include general offenses such as
"incorrigibility," "disobedient," or being "unruly" and have allowed broad
discretion in enforcement of the statutes for controlling "inappropriate"
behavior. 9
Status offenses exist to add another layer of protection within the
juvenile courts. They are a balance between the need to protect the child
from the world and the need to protect the child from him- or herself.
Through exploring the definitions of a status offense, its standing within
the juvenile courts, and the lack of legal protections that status offenders
are afforded, it becomes clear that the status offense is a concept which
may not be filling the gap for which it was intended.
This idea becomes even more apparent when looking at girls as status
offenders. Girls have traditionally been involved in juvenile crime at much
lower rates than boys, and yet they are arrested for some status offenses in
equal numbers. The court often layers gender biases with its paternalistic
views so that girls' activities, especially around sexuality and gendered
behavior, are regulated by the court. These biases become particularly
harmful when they are used in dealing with runaway girls.
This paper will explore the evolution of the status offense and the
negative impact that this classification and its remedies have had upon the
general population of youthful offenders, and particularly, girls. After
laying a foundation around the evolution of status offenses and their
disproportionate impact on girls, it will explore the link between running
away and the experience of physical and sexual abuse. Although sexual
and physical abuse histories are the norm among delinquent girls and
women, the role of these histories is downplayed as a key to addressing
delinquency issues. It is only when these are taken into account that girls'
status offenses and delinquency issues can be addressed. The last section
of this paper considers alternatives to status offense arrest and detention
and gives suggestions for programmatic changes both in detention and in
the community.
II. THE HISTORY OF STATUS OFFENSES THROUGH A
FEMALE LENS
Status offenders have always held a strange position in the courts.
Beginning in the 1920s there was an expansion in the ways that courts

9. Howard T, Matthews, Jr., Status Offenders: Our Children's Constitutional Rights
Versus What's Right For Them, 27 S.U. L. Rev. 201, 205 (2000). See CHESNEY-LIND &
SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 30-31 for a discussion about constitutional challenges of status
offense statutes. Status offenses are most often challenged for vagueness because of terms
like "habitual disobedience," "lawful parental demand," and "being in danger of leading an
idle or immoral life." Id. They are also challenged for potentially violating the Eighth
Amendment because punishment comes from status rather than behavior. Finally, they are
challenged on equal protection grounds because the laws only apply to children. Id.
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looked at their responsibilities toward children.' 0
Courts gained
jurisdiction over youth who committed adult crimes or who displayed
noncriminal or "status" behavior." Over the next forty years, the courts
evolved in their treatment of juveniles and in distinguishing different
categories of children in need. Over time, courts have determined that
three categories exist: children in need of protection from neglectful or
abusive families (often called CHIPS), children in need of services for their
noncriminal but incorrigible behavior (often called CHINS), and children
12
who need punishment or rehabilitation for their criminal actions.
The categories became further delineated in 1967 with the landmark
case of In re Gault, which established a range of due process rights for
adjudicated youth.' 3 These rights included: the right to counsel, right to
written notice of charges, right to cross examine, privilege against selfincrimination, right to obtain a transcript of the proceedings, and the right
to appellate review. 14 However, these rights were not extended to status
offenders.' 5 Suddenly there was a larger distinction between juvenile
delinquents and status offenders. While both were being incarcerated,
delinquents had gained due process protections and some limits to parens
patriae,while in the meantime, courts' discretion over status offenders still
went completely unchecked.
There have been attempts to give status offenders additional rights and
protections, but each time the courts have instead highlighted the
differences between delinquency and status offense through their regular
denial of these rights and protections. A classic example of this is In re
Spaulding, where the court denied Spaulding from asserting her privilege
against self-incrimination because she was not charged with something that
would be a crime if committed by an adult.' 6 She was, however, found in
10. W. Don Reader, Symposium: They Grow Up So Fast: When Juveniles Commit Adult
Crimes: The Laws of UnintendedResults, 29 AKRON L. REV. 477, 480 (1996).
11. Id.
12. Matthews, supra note 9, at 201.
13. In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967). Gerald Gault was 15 when he was arrested for
allegedly making obscene phone calls to a neighbor. His parents were not informed of his
arrest, he went through a series of hearings without an official court record, witnesses or a
lawyer. He was eventually sentenced to a secure detention facility until he was 21. The
sentence for an adult who had committed the same crime would have been a fifty dollar fine
or less than two months imprisonment.
14. Reader, supra note 10, at 481.
15. Dalby, supra note 3, at 438.
16. In re Spaulding, 332 A.2d 246, 252 (Md. 1975). Cindy Spaulding was 13 when her
parents brought her to the hospital for an overdose of drugs and rape. An adult male,
Sheldon Coon, would give Spaulding and her friends a pill before his parties, where all
would engage in sexual intercourse. Coon threatened to kill the girls if they told anyone
about the parties. The court felt that the girls were victimized. Juvenile Master Kahl was
quoted as saying, "I find them to be Children in Need of Supervision and am committing
them to the Department of Juvenile Services for placement, with the intention that they shall
be immediately admitted to the University Hospital for medical evaluation and treatment."
Id. at 249. The court used a two-prong test laid down in Gault and held that, since
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need of supervision and committed to an institution for treatment. 17 The
court's decision in this case serves to demonstrate the injustice in status
offender cases. 8 Status offenders are treated like adults because they can
be punished through deprivation of their liberty, but they are treated like
children because they are deprived of due process rights. 19
The growing recognition of distinctly different needs of children and
the way that they were being treated led to a re-evaluation of court
processes and services. Over time, activists advocated that criminal and
noncriminal youth needed to be separated and dealt with differently in
juvenile court. 20 Until 1974, both juvenile delinquents and status offenders
were housed in the same juvenile detention facility.2 1 There was an
increasing criticism of the placement of status offenders in juvenile
facilities and institutions. Status offenses did not seem to be meeting the
needs of the children for whom they were created to help.
Many of those in social services felt that adjudicating status offenses
was not working. In 1974, after months of testimony from social workers,
educators and youth workers, Congress enacted the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA).2 2 This legislation required that
states receiving federal delinquency prevention funds begin to divert or deinstitutionalize youth who had been referred for status offenses.23 It also
mandated a separation of adult and juvenile prisoners and an increase in
community-based programming to address the de-institutionalization of
status offenders. 24 A victory had been won for those in youth and social
service work who believed that status offenders could be better served in
the community than in institutions.
Initially, the response to the JJDPA appeared to result in positive
outcomes for youth. By 1988, there had been a 95% decrease in national
status offender detention levels.2 5 Girls, who were more often detained for
Spaulding was not charged with something which would constitute a crime if she were an
adult, that she did not have the privilege against self-incrimination. Id. at 257.
17. In re Spaulding, 332 A.2d at 249.
18. Dalby, supra note 3, at 440.
19. Id.
20. Reader, supra note 10, at 482.
21. Dalby, supra note 3, at 440; see generally, David J. Steinhart, Status Offenses, 6 THE
JUVENILE
COURT
86
(1996),
available
at
http://www.futureofchildren.org/information2827_show.htm?docid=77819.
22. Pub. L. No. 93-415, 88 Stat. 1109 (1974) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 5601 (1994));
Reader, supra note 10, at 480.
23. See Pub. L. No. 93-415.
24. Laura A. Bamickol, PatentLaw and Policy Symposium: Re-Engineering Patent Law:
The Challenge of New Technologies: Note: The Disparate Treatment of Males and Females
Within the Juvenile Justice System, 2 WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y, 429, 434 (2000).
25. David J. Reinhart, Status Offense: National Measures of Status Offenses, THE
JUVENILE
COURT
(Volume
6,
No.
3,
Winter
1996),
available
at

http://www.futureofchildren.org/information2826/informationshow.htm?docid=77817
(last accessed Apr. 8, 2004) ("One result of these reforms was a sharp drop in national status
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running away or unfeminine and sexually "inappropriate" behavior, were
the clear beneficiaries of this legislation, as they were released and diverted
26
States had not, however, adequately
in great numbers from detention.
dealt with their need for alternatives-to-detention programs for status
offenders.27 Many states tried to satisfy the JJDPA at the most minimal
level by reducing status offender detention levels without spending money
on new programs. a 8 Judges found themselves repeatedly ordering
29
runaways to stay in unlocked facilities, only to have them run away again.
The combination of a lack of well-funded alternatives for status offenders
and no incentive for compliance to court orders helped to lay the
groundwork for change.3 °
Because of the judges' frustration in their inability to sanction status
offenders under the JJDPA, they began to employ creative techniques for
incarcerating status offenders. Judges began to use a practice known as
"bootstrapping," where they placed a status offender in secure detention
when the child was found in contempt of a court order. 3 Another method
of "bootstrapping" was "relabeling, 32 which allowed a state to charge a
girl for a low-level criminal offense instead of the status offense so that she
could be detained.3 3 In greater and greater numbers, girls who had done
nothing more than running away were being held as criminals. Judges
were convinced that status offenders needed secure placements.
When a judge mandated that a youth be held in secure placement, he or
she was also allowed a great deal of discretion in determining whether to
place the child in a public or private institution. When judges placed girls
in private detention, they were effectively avoiding the mandate of JJDPA
to avoid confinement of status offenders in public detention.3 4 This policy
of detaining status offender girls also had strong repercussions for girls of
color. While white girls were often placed in private institutions, girls of
color were more often placed in public detention. 35 This led to more girls
of color being re-labeled as criminal offenders while white girls were
offender detention levels. By 1988, according to the U.S. General Accounting Office, the
50 states participating in the JJDPA had reduced national status offender detention levels by

95%").
26. Chesney-Lind, Challenging Girls' Invisibility, supra note 2, at 191.
27. See Pub. L. No. 93-415.
28. Id.
29. Dalby, supra note 3, at 441.
30. Joyce London Alexander, Aligning the Goals of Juvenile Justice With The Needs of
Young Women Offenders: A ProposedPraxisFor TransformationalJustice, 32 SUFFOLK U.

L. REv. 555, 564 (1999).
31.

Id.

32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Barnickol, supra note 24, at 450.
35. See London Alexander, supra note 30, at 564. "As a result, Caucasian girls in the
sample were more likely to receive placement in a treatment center, while AfricanAmericans were more likely to be bootstrapped into the criminal justice system." Id.
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simply detained in private institutions. 36 In a 1994 study in Los Angeles,
Jody Miller found that 74% of white girls were recommended for a
treatment oriented private facility, while only 34% of Latina girls and 20%
of African-American girls were referred to private facilities.37 Detention of
status offenders was having repercussions along race, class and gender
lines.
In 1980, judges lobbied Congress to amend JJDPA by creating an
exception to the "no detention" provision for status offenders.38 This new
provision became known as the Valid Court Order Amendment and
allowed judges to place youth in detention if they violated a valid court
order of the juvenile court. 3 9 For them, this was simply legalizing the
bootstrapping that they had already been employing. Judges often issued
orders for status offenders asserting that they must go to school, attend
counseling or do other things allowed in the dispositional part of state
statutes.40 For a runaway or truant child, an order to obey curfew or attend
school is easily violated since nothing has been done to address the root of
their original offense. When a juvenile disobeyed a court order, the judges
now had the backing of Congress to have him or her placed in secure
detention.4 1 Consequently, federal regulations mandated that certain due
process requirements be met in order to place these adjudicated youth in
secure detention. 4' This is in part because the valid court order allowed
judges to re-classify a status offender as a delinquent.43 Based upon this
new legislation, the door was opened for youth to be placed back into
secure facilities.
It is important to note, however, that not all judges supported the Valid
Court Order exception. In the 1990 report on status offenders, the
Metropolitan Court Committee of the National Council on Juvenile and
Family Court Judges, "underscored the need for a continuum of community
services for runaway, truant, substance abusing, and beyond-control
children." 4 It recognized that these children were more often victims than
offenders. 45 Even with the introduction of the valid court order, the
juvenile justice system still was not adequately addressing the needs of
youth classified as status offenders.
Perhaps one of the reasons for the ongoing lack of protections and
misplacement of status offenders in secure detention is the lack of lawyer

36. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 564.
37. Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls'Invisibility,supra note 226, at 194-95.
38. Pub. L. No. 93-415.

39. Id.
40. Dalby, supra note 3, at 441.
41.

Id.

42.
43.
44.
45.

See Pub. L. No. 93-415; See 28 Code of Federal Regulations 31.303(f)(3).
Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls'Invisibility,supra note 2, at 191.
Pub. L. No. 93-415.
Id.
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involvement in status offense cases. Because status offenders are afforded
few due process protections and in theory should not be incarcerated, on
the surface there appears to be little need for a lawyer. One study in
Minnesota found that while juveniles were represented by attorneys in
felony and misdemeanor cases 66.1% and 46.4% of the time, respectively,
only 28.9% of youth were represented for status offenses.4 6 Status
offenders also have not traditionally been appointed counsel by the court
because a status offense is not a criminal charge.
Status offenders are also at a disadvantage because their parents are
often the ones who turn in their child for incorrigibility, running away, or
for being "stubborn," and the child is left to obtain an attorney by him- or
herself without assistance from his or her parent.47 Even if the parent does
not file the status offense, he or she is probably already in a conflicting
relationship with the child once a status offense is filed, so it is unlikely
that the child will receive any support in navigating the system to avoid
detention. In addition, if there is no attorney at the initial hearing, it is
unlikely that the child will appeal the decision. This lack of appeal allows
for a judge's discretion to essentially go unchecked in his or her dealings
with juvenile status offenders. 48 The lack of an attorney and procedural
safeguards throughout the status offense process is especially worrisome
because status offenders can be held in locked facilities, and consequently
incarcerated, without having been afforded any due process protections.4 9
It appears that time and again, status offenders are placed at a
disadvantage within the system. They are incarcerated without the
protections of our legal system and the root of their status offense is never
addressed. There are few people advocating for their rights: lawyers and
judges may not understand the root of their offense while parents and
schools are filing the offenses. Who is looking out for the child? This is
most worrisome because the root of status offenses, especially for girls, lies
in victimization at home and dysfunctional families.50 Female status
offenders do not come into the system as pathological criminals, but,
without procedural protections and advocates, they are transformed into
criminals through their involvement in the system. Status offenses have
become a gateway to criminal behavior. The question then becomes, are
we prepared to develop the next wave of criminals through our constant
disregard of status offenders' needs?

46. CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 149-50.

47.

MEDA CHESNEY-LIND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER: GIRLS, WOMEN, AND CRIME

24 (Sage

Publications 1997) [hereinafter CHESNEY-LHND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER].

48. Dalby, supra note 3, at 449.
49. See CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 31 (for discussion of constitutional
challenges to status offenses).
50. See Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls'Invisibility,supra note 2, at 189-90.
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III. GIRLS AND JUVENILE JUSTICE
The juvenile and criminal justice systems have traditionally affected
significantly more boys and men than girls and women. Unfortunately, the
rates of crime and arrest for girls have been skyrocketing over the last two
decades. Juvenile female arrests for property crimes increased 21% during
this time while male arrests actually decreased by 4%.51 This shift has
brought an increased focus onto what we are doing to address girls' issues
in juvenile justice.
First, girls have traditionally experienced more contact with the
juvenile justice system for activities labeled as status offenses. In fact,
parents refer girls to the juvenile justice system at a much higher rate than
they refer boys.52 While juvenile males commit an equal number of status
offenses, girls are more likely to be arrested for those offenses.53 In 1995,
27.5% of all girls' arrests were for status offenses whereas only 10.5% of
boys arrested were for status offenses.54 One study showed that girls were
170% more likely to be arrest for status offenses than boys.55 In 1994, FBI
tracking of juvenile arrests showed that boys accounted for 43% of
runaway arrests. 56 Thus, the system for entrance and arrest for status
offenses appears to be very different for girls than it is for boys.
In exploring the high rates of status offenses among girls versus their
rates of criminal behavior, it is easy to see the ways in which the court's
sexism and paternalistic biases serve to make judgments, with real
consequences, around girls' sexuality and perceived unfeminine behavior.
Punishing or incarcerating girls became a way to keep them from
expressing or acting upon their sexuality. Judges appeared to feel that it
was their responsibility to act as grandfathers or uncles in "protecting"
girls. For example, in the New York case of Bonnie W.: 16-year-old
Bonnie was adjudicated as a runaway, but the court dictated, as a condition
of her placement in a nonsecure facility, that she "not communicate with
her male friend in New Jersey., 57 This "male friend" was 21 and Bonnie
had told the court that he was her fianc. 8 Yet the court found it
appropriate to make moral- and sexuality-based judgments about her.59
Without procedural protections or lawyers, these types of discretion and
gender bias have gone unchecked and are involved in some form every step
along the way, from the original filing of the offense to disposition and

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

See Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls' Invisibility, supra note 2, at 189-90.
Barnickol, supra note 24, at 444.
Id. at 438.
London Alexander, supra note 30, at 569.
CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 32.
Reinhart, supra note 25.
In re Bonnie Michelle W., 429 N.Y.S.2d 638, 640 (N.Y. 1980).
Id.
Id.
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sentencing.
While it is clear that the filing and charging of status offenses is biased
against girls, there has been inconsistent data about whether status offenses
disproportionately affect girls in disposition. Some studies have found that
girls and boys were equally likely to be placed out of the home when they
receive formal adjudication.6 ° Some studies have found that not only are
girls more likely to be arrested and charged as status offenders, but they
also "often receive[] more severe sanctions than juvenile males or females
who [are] charged with actual criminal offenses.,, 61 Bishop and Frazier's
1992 study supported the conclusion that although many of the gender
biases in processing status offenders have diminished, there are still distinct
differences in the severity of sentencing for repeat status offenders.62 They
also found that girls, when referred for contempt, were much more likely to
be petitioned to court than boys. 63
Perhaps some of the inconsistencies across studies can be explained by
64
an increased consciousness of gender issues in juvenile proceedings.
Sociocultural changes like the feminist movement have likely contributed
to a shifting view of girls in juvenile court.65 In addition, the legal system
66
has made some strategic changes in an attempt to diminish gender biases.
There is a fear, however, that there has actually been no change, but that
the gender bias is more hidden.67 Courtroom observational studies point
out that following the decriminalization of status offenses, girls began to
appear in court in increasing numbers for criminal-type offense that would
have previously been classified as status offenses.68 This evidence

60. Pub. L. No. 93-415.
61. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 563.
62. Donna M. Bishop & Charles E. Frazier, Criminology: Gender Bias in Juvenile
Justice Processing:Implications of the JJDP Act, 82 J. CRIM. & CRIMINOLOGY 1162, 1185
See also Chesney-Lind,
(Number 4, Winter 1992) [hereinafter Bishop & Frazier].
Challenging Girls' Invisibility, at 192. While Bishop and Frazier found a weak pattern of
discrimination between the treatment of female versus male status offenders, there was a
marked difference in how they were treated once held in contempt. Girls who were held in
contempt were more likely to be petitioned to court than girls referred for other criminaltype offenses, and they were substantially more likely to be petitioned to court than boys
referred for contempt.
63. Bishop & Frazier, 82 J. CRIM.& CRIMINOLOGY 1162, at 1185.
64. See generally id. at 1165. Two recent studies reported no difference between
treatment of male and female status offenders in court referral and judicial disposition.
65. Id. at 1166.
66. Id. The legislature attempted to address a rising concern about female juvenile
delinquency in 1992 by speaking during the JJDP Act hearings about the need to provide
services for girls in the juvenile justice system. The reauthorization eventually included
specific provisions requiring a plan from each state analyzing gender specific issues around
prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquents. Unfortunately, these gains in focus on
girls may be short-lived as the legislature has shifted its focus to "violent and repeat
offenders." Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls' Invisibility, at 192-93.
67. Bishop & Frazier supra note 62, at 1166.
68. Id. at 1163.
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reinforces the theory of "re-labeling." It is clear that not enough has been
done to address girls' needs as status offenders.
While courts must take responsibility for their perpetuation of
patriarchy on the lives of girls, families are just as guilty, as they are often
the initiator of court proceedings. Parents refer their daughters to the courts
for status offenses for sexual behavior and defiance of parental authority.6 9
These examples demonstrate that status offense charges have not always
been applied to girls in the same ways as boys. This questions the premise
of applying status offenses to girls and whether charges and detention are
actually adequate in addressing the underlying problem.
IV. RUNAWAYS
Running away is one of the most common status offenses and is more
widespread for girls.7 ° Studies have shown that while girls and boys
actually run away in equal numbers, girls are arrested more often.71 Fifty-

eight percent of all juveniles arrested for running away are girls, and
running away accounts for more than one-fifth of all girls' arrests.72
The National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway and

Throwaway Children (NISMART) defines a runaway episode as:
A child leaves home without permission and stays away overnight.
A child 14 years old or younger (or older and mentally incompetent)
who is away from home chooses not to come home when expected to and
stays away overnight.
A child 15 years old or older who is away from home chooses not to
come home and stays away for two nights.73
"In 1999, there were an estimated 1,682,900 youth who had had a

runaway/thrown-away episode. 74 Of these youth, 21% were reported to
the authorities for the purpose of locating them. 75 It is important to
distinguish, however, between those caregivers who report a child missing
69. Bishop & Frazier supra note 62, at 1163.
70. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 569.
71. Chesney-Lind, ChallengingGirls' Invisibility, at 189-90.
72. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 569.
73. Heather Hammer, David Finkelhor, & Andrea J.Sedlak, Runaway! Thrownaway
Children: National Estimates and Characteristics, NISMART, available at
http://www.ncjrs.org/html/ojjdp/nismart/04/index.html (last accessed Mar. 31, 2004), at 2
[hereinafter Hammer, Finkelhor, & Sedlak]. NISMART also provides a definition of
"throwaways" which is listed as, "a child is asked or told to leave home by a parent or other
household adult, no adequate alternative care is arranged for the child by a household adult,
and the child is out of the household overnight"; or "A child who is away from home is
prevented from returning home by a parent or other household adult, no adequate alternative
care is arranged for the child by a household adult, and the child is out of the household
overnight." Id. While it is possible that some abused girls can be classified as
"throwaways" instead of "runaways," for the bulk of this discussion I will concentrate on
runaways and girls who leave home to escape their abusive situation.
74. Id
75. Id.
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because they cannot find them and those who report the child missing in
order to ask the assistance of the justice system in returning the child home.
NISMART does not distinguish between these two categories.
The large incidence of sexual and physical abuse of girls who are
runaways is most problematic. Victimization within their homes appears to
have led to girls' coping strategy of leaving that unsafe place. The
structuring of status offenses has led to the possibility of incarceration for
running away behavior and a movement towards what Chesney-Lind has
called "criminalizing girls' survival. 76
It is well-documented that there is a high prevalence of physical and
sexual abuse in the lives of girls and women who are involved in the
criminal justice system.77 In contrast to the 20% of teenage girls who have
been sexually abused, studies indicate that 70% of the girls in the juvenile
justice system have histories of physical abuse. According to research by
the American Correctional Association, 61% of girls in juvenile
correctional settings had experienced physical abuse and 54% had
experienced sexual abuse.79 Of the girls who reported abuse, 68% reported
that the abuse either made their situations worse or made no difference at
all. 80 Failed attempts at ending their victimization has forced these girls to
81
survive by engaging in criminal activities.
The link between runaways and physical and sexual abuse is just as
strong. NISMART classified 1,190,000 of its runaways as "endangered
youth." Of these endangered youth, 21% "had been physically or sexually
abused at home in the year prior to the episode or [were] afraid of abuse
upon return., 82 This was the largest category under endangered youth.
While not broken down by gender, this data demonstrates the alarming rate
of sexual and physical abuse in the lives of those who run away from home.
Researchers have found that youth from abusive backgrounds are more
likely to have status offenses such as dropping out of school or running
CHESNEY-LIND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER, supra note 47, at 23.
77. Id. at 26; See also Mental Health andAdolescent Girls in the Justice System, National

76.

Mental Health Association, available at http://www.nmha.org/children/justijuv/girlsjj.cfm
(last visited on August 14, 2002). See also Leslie Acoca, Outside/Inside: The Violation of
American Girls at Home, on the Streets, and in the Juvenile Justice System, CRIME &

1998, 565. "Ninety-two percent of the girls interviewed for the 1998 NCCD
study of girls in the California juvenile justice system reported having experienced one or
more forms of physical, sexual, or emotional abuse, often on multiple occasions."; "An
estimated 70% or more of Michigan girls committed to out-of-home placement in the
juvenile justice system have survived physical and/or sexual abuse." The Signs are There:
Girls and Juvenile Justice in Wayne County, Skillman Center for Children available at
www.skillmancenter.culma.wayne.edu, at 6.
DELINQUENCY,

78. Laurie Schaffher, Female Juvenile Delinquency: Sexual Solutions, Gender Bias, And

Juvenile Justice, 9 Hastings Women's L.J. 1, 4 (1998) [hereinafter Schaffner].
79. CHESNEY-LIND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER, supra note 47, at 26.
80. Id.

81. Id. at 28.
82. Hammer, Finkelhor, & Sedlak, supra note 73, at 5.
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away.83 Another study of runaways found that, "38% of males and 73% of
females were escaping from sexually abusive situations; 73% of this
sample also reported being physically beaten. 84 Finally, in a study of
Canadian runaways, 49% of girls cited physical abuse as the reason for
leaving home, whereas only one-third of boys cited physical abuse as the
reason for leaving home. More telling, 24% of girls and only 4% of boys
cited sexual abuse as their reason for leaving home. 86 This statistic is
startling in that runaway girls are six times more likely than runaway boys
to have had histories of sexual abuse. Girls who had experienced sexual
abuse were also more likely than non-abused runaway girls to engage in
delinquent behavior such as substance abuse, petty theft and prostitution.87
There is no similar correlation for boys. 88 This finding brings greater
understanding to the idea that running away and status offenses are often an
entrance into the criminal justice system, with sexual abuse
being one of
89
the stronger predictors of future criminal behavior for girls.
Sexual abuse of girls impacts their lives in a variety of ways, of which
future delinquency and incarceration are just one part. Some of the more
common psychological effects of sexual abuse include "depression,
anxiety, low self-esteem, loss of trust... difficulty establishing intimacy,
post-traumatic stress disorder, feelings of hopelessness, feelings of angry
aggression,
disassociative
behaviors,
self-mutilation...
suicide
attempts ... substance abuse, bulimia ... anorexia and self-loathing." 90 It

is not surprising that these risk factors are also ones that lead to female
delinquency. Researchers find that, "estimates of sexually abused children
diagnosed for meeting the [Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (3d ed. Revised)] DSM-III-R criteria for post traumatic stress
disorder range from 21% to 48%."' 9' Sexual and physical abuse also has
long-term repercussions on society because approximately 30% of those
83. Schaffner, supra note 78, at 23.
84. J. Hutchinson & K. Langlykke, 1998 Maltreatment: Youth as Victims of Abuse and
Neglect (Maternal and Child Health Technical Information Bulletin), p. 12. Arlington, VA:
National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health, available at,
http://rdsweb2.rdsicn.com/texis/rds/suite/+bFeKF+48wwwwwFqzvm8hs_9mWxFqrl 5nG
(on file with the Hastings Women's Law Journal).
85.

LESLEY A. WELSH ET AL., RUNNING FOR THEIR LIVES: PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE

OF RUNAWAY ADOLESCENTS 55 (1995).

86. Id. at 56.
87. See CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 36
88. Id.
89. CHESNEY-LIND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER, supra note 47, at 27.
90. Schaffner, supra note 78, at 22. For many girls, this abuse is not recognized. It is
discounted by parents and other adults as a kind of adolescent "female" trouble having to do

with puberty or hormones. Id.
91. Hon. Cindy S. Lederman & Eileen Nexer Brown, Entangledin the Shadows: Girls in
the juvenile Justice System, 48 BUFF. L. REV. 909, 916 (2000) [hereinafter Lederman &
Brown] (quoting NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, UNDERSTANDING CHILD ABUSE AND

NEGLECT 215 (1993)).
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who are abused or neglected as children go on to abuse their own
children.92
The combination of running away and sexual and physical abuse is not
solved by entrance into the juvenile justice system. The 1990 report of
Florida Supreme Court Gender Bias Study Commission stated that "a direct
causal link appears to exist between the treatment of runaway girls by the
juvenile justice system and their future recruitment as prostitutes." 93
Unfortunately, the abuse of girls does not end when and if they are
confined within the juvenile justice system. Leslie Acoca found that "from
the moment of arrest and as they move through the juvenile justice system,
girls report being vulnerable to a range of physical abuses or incursions
into their bodily privacy." 94 Programming for runaways does not seem
effective as some estimate that around half of "hard core" runaways have
fled places other than their own homes, such as foster homes, group homes,
and correctional facilities. 95
We are ignoring the abuse and the outward indicator of running away.
Instead of supporting these girls, we are criminalizing their victimization
and belittling their coping or survival strategies.96 At each point in these
girls' lives some person or system has failed them: their families for
abusing them, the police for arresting them, the District Attorney for
charging them, the judge for sentencing them, and detention for allowing
them to be re-victimized. And thus, the cycle continues.
V. THE BECCA BILL: ONE PROPOSAL TO ADDRESS FEMALE
RUNAWAYS
While there have been many attempts to address the challenges of
confronting the problem of female runaways, few are as well-known as the
Becca Bill. 9 7 This Washington state legislation was created in response to
the death of Rebecca Hedman, a teen girl who was murdered after a
98
runaway experience involving drugs and prostitution. The Becca Bill is a
more restrictive way to regulate the activities of runaways so that parents
can have more control over their children. 99 It is clear, however, that the
Becca Bill may not have saved Becca, and probably still does not

92. Lederman & Brown, 48 BUFF. L. REv. 909, 919.
93. Id. at 918 (quoting Gerald Kogan et al., Report of the FloridaSupreme Court Gender
Bias Commission, 42 FLA. L. REv. 803, xli (1990)).
94. Acoca, supra note 77, at 578.
95. CHESNEY-LIND & SHELDEN, supra note 8, at 36.
96. See CHESNEY-LIND, THE FEMALE OFFENDER, supra note 47, at 26.

97. Tiffany Zwicker Eggers, The "Becca Bill"

Would Not Have Saved Becca:
16 LAW & INEQ. J. 219, 220

Washington State's Treatment of Young Female Offenders,

(1998) [hereinafter Zwicker Eggers].
98. Id.
99. Id. at231.
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adequately address the plight of female runaways.I°0
Rebecca Hedman's troubles did not start with her running away. She
was sexually abused by her biological mother and eventually placed in
foster care at 15 months.' 0 ' Her foster parents eventually adopted her, but
she continued to confront trauma when she was sexually abused at age 5 by
another adopted child in her new home, her new older brother.'0 2 While
her parents provided her with counseling to help address these past
incidents of abuse, it did not seem to be enough. When her parents felt that
they could not handle Becca, they placed her in a state-run Crisis
Residential Center and then a group home. It was here that she met a new
group of female friends who introduced her to crack, prostitution, and life
on the streets. 10 3 Becca ran away from the group home for forty-seven
days, then later ran away from the residential drug counseling clinic that
her parents had placed her in. It was during this last bout of running away
that she was murdered by a man who had just paid her to have sex with
him.' 4 Becca was only 13.
In response to and with frustration from Becca's tragic story, her
parents sought legislation to make it easier for parents to place their
children in secure facilities. Although Becca's parents tried to stop her
from her repeated runaway experiences, running away from home was not
a crime in Washington state and her parents had little authority to stop her.
Consequently, they created the Becca Bill to address what they saw as a
need for more parental authority over their children. The passage of this
bill represented a shift from "a juvenile justice policy based on the rights of
juveniles to0 5one based on the rights of parents and the system to control
juveniles.',
The Becca Bill is controversial, and ultimately largely ineffective,
because of a number of dramatic provisions. First, it permits the detention
of status offenders in Crisis Residential Centers (CRCs). 10 6 This detention
is allowed if the police are told that a child is absent from home or in

100. Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 219.
101. Allison G. Ivey, Washington's Becca Bill: The Costs of Empowering Parents, 20 U.
SEATTLE L. REv. 125, 125 (1996).
102. Id.

103. Id.
104. Id. at 125-26.
105. Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 231. Girls who are locked up based upon the
Becca Bill may actually feel that they are in a worse place than they would be out on the
streets. See also Mistee R. Pitman, The Becca Bill: A Step Toward Helping Washington
Families, 34 GONZ. L. REv. 385, 397 (1998-99). "One chronic runaway in King County had
been locked up ten times over the past year, totaling seventy days spent in a concrete cell.
Even though the sixteen-year-old runaway was raped last time she ran away, she told a
reporter that her time in detention made her behavior worse because every time she is caged
up 'like a wild animal,' all she wants to do is run." Id.
106. Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 13.32A.050 (West 2004).
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violation of a court order. 10 7 While contempt power for violating a valid
court order has been in existence since the 1980 Valid Court Order
Amendment, this new legislation allows the potential for virtually
"unlimited contempt power" and may call into question Washington state's
commitment
to detaining juvenile status offenders for treatment
08
purposes. 1

Second, because the Becca Bill was created as a place of last resort for
parents struggling with their children's runaway behavior, it overlooks
many procedural protections and does not look ahead to address the costs
associated with the new legislation. For example, the newest version of the
Becca Bill, enacted in 1998, allows school officials to make referrals of
children into inpatient treatment. 1°9 In addition, there was an 835%
increase in the number of times juveniles were placed in juvenile detention
centers between 1994 and 1997.1"0 While this could mean that the Becca
Bill has been effective in highlighting a need for youth, the financial
considerations of this type of increase are enormous. The lack of funding
in Washington state for CRCs has resulted in, "truants and runaways...
'
filling juvenile detention centers, displacing criminals."111
It is clear that
the Becca Bill has not led to better outcomes for runaway youth, but
instead has led to the further incarceration of youth whose biggest crime is
often their method of coping with their abuse histories.
It is obvious that when parents are left to develop solutions for girls,
these solutions may not be in the best interest of the child. Having Becca
locked up in a secure setting might have prevented her from running away.
However, it would not have addressed the root of her problems and helped
her to form new coping mechanisms other than running away to deal with
her past abuse histories. In addition, because there is a lack of funding for
secure treatment centers, girls are being sent into detention where they
learn the pathway into future criminal behavior. We must be more creative
about developing solutions for these girls.
VI. PROGRAMMING AND SOLUTIONS
There is no easy solution for solving the problem of female runaways
who have survived physical or sexual abuse. There have been suggestions
from a variety of sources for solving this dilemma that range from gender
bias training for those in the court system, better services for girls in
detention, or to emancipation of girls and allowing them to become legal
107. Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 13.32A.050 (West 2004).
108. Ivey, supra note 101, at 152.
109. Pitman, supra note 105, at 401-02.
110. Id. at405.
111. Id. See Pitman, supra note 105, at 401-05 (for an in-depth discussion of the
weaknesses of the Becca Bill and the ways that CRCs are and will not be able to meet the
needs of girls).
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adults. The issue underlying everything is the recognition that these
survivors of abuse need services and a change in their home life. The
complication is that in order to provide or mandate services, the liberty of
status offenders must be compromised. The bulk of proposed solutions
have been related to systematic changes in the legal world and
programmatic changes in juvenile detention. Almost all of the changes
require funding and changes in the ways in which we look at at-risk girls.
It is for this reason that change has been slow in coming.
One of the most obvious solutions to the issue of female status
offenders is to eliminate status offenses. 12 There is a concern, however,
that in order to do this, extensive community-based programming must be
put into place to work with youth who would otherwise be adjudicated as
status offenders. 113 These programs should be government funded and
1 14
include emotional, psychological, and economic guidance for girls.
Service providers have recently begun to specifically address girls' needs
in community programming. If programs were created to work with at-risk
girls who may have abuse histories, perhaps their needs would be
addressed before they become involved in increasingly risky behaviors like
running away, drug use, or prostitution. 115 If the programs offered were
created to meet girls' needs, girls would voluntarily participate in these
programs and there would be no need for a court mandate. Eliminating
status offenses is a risky proposition which puts a great deal of faith in the
hands of service providers. It may take time to reallocate services and shift
status offender behavior from being considered as delinquent to seeing it as
a call for services. This may be the only way that girls who participate in
acts that are considered status offenses may be appropriately worked with
and helped.
If status offenses are to continue, we should make several changes
within our legal system to address the needs of girls. One of the most
obvious is to mandate adequate legal counsel for every status offender.
Massachusetts has been viewed as one of the most progressive states in

112. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 608.
113. Id.
114. See Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 255. Programming for delinquent girls should
address their moral, identity, and cognitive development. See generally, Marty Beyer,
Delinquent Girls: A Developmental Perspective, 9 KY. CHILD RIGHTS J. 17 (2001).

In

addition, "training for anyone working with traumatized girls should include avoiding
confrontation and power struggles, techniques for de-escalating girls before they get out of
control, teaching girls to be less rejection-sensitive, relaxation and self-regulation of anger,
inviting cooperation and building on strengths of each girl." Id. at 294-95.
115. See Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 256-57 (describing the YWCA program in
Portland, Oregon.). This program helps to prepare girls for future independent living free
from victimization. Id. Girls participate in job skill development, have access to twentyfour hour crisis counseling and are provided with mentors as they transition out of the

program. Id.
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allowing for procedural protections for status offenders.1 16 When a child is
brought in on a CHINS (Children in Need of Services) for a status offense,
she has the right to counsel and is appointed counsel if she does not have
the ability to retain one for herself."7 This is one easy protection which
appears to be essential in protecting the rights of status offenders and
limiting judges' sometimes inappropriate discretion. In all cases, however,
it is important for lawyers to not make paternalistic judgments about girls
in helping to determine their best interest, otherwise girls risk being
punished for failing to conform to appropriate female behavior.'8
Another opportunity for change lies in the implementation of change
within juvenile detention centers. These centers are currently a target of
much criticism for everything from basic health and safety standards to
programming. 1 9 Some of the problems in female juvenile detention
facilities include: providing housing for girls segregated from boys;
providing for girls' hygiene needs while in detention; providing appropriate
pregnancy and sexual health counseling and care; providing access to
family while in detention; providing access to legal counsel while in
detention; and enlisting staff that are representative of the gender and racial
make-up of the residents of the facility.12 ° The sexual misconduct and
verbal abuse by staff members against girls in custody is pervasive and
egregious.1 2 Basic health and safety standards must be improved, and
programming for girls in detention must begin to change as well.
Programs designed for girls in detention fall victim to great gender
biases.122 They have been developed upon a male model and may exclude
123
many educational and vocational opportunities that are offered to boys.
Girls in the juvenile justice system are taught "womanly arts" like cooking
and sewing.' 24 When they leave detention, they are not prepared for
anything more than the lowest wage jobs. 25 In addition, programs often do
not address the abuse histories of girls and are unlikely to acknowledge
issues such as pregnancy or eating disorders. 26 Girls also report not having
116. London Alexander, supra note 30, at 584.
117. Id.
118. Anne Bowen Poulin, Female Delinquents. Defining Their Place in the Justice
System, 3 Wis. LAW REV., 541, 569 (1996).
119. See generally Francine Sherman, JUVENILE RIGHTS ADVOCACY PROJECT, Effective
Advocacy Strategies for Girls. Promoting Justice in an Unjust System, 553, at 555-56
(2002) (on file with the Hastings Women's Law Journal).
120. Id. at 553.
121. Id. at 555.
122. Poulin, supra note 118, at 569.
123. See id.
124. Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 250.
125. Id. at 250-51.
126. See Zwicker Eggers, supra note 97, at 251-52 (describing Ecco Glen's program,
which includes sexual and drug abuse treatment programs). This program is the only stateoperated facility for juvenile delinquents which houses females. Id. Only recently has the
state begun to consider the ways in which it needed to redevelop its model in order to better
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the same access to outdoors or recreational activities that boys do. 127 It is
clear that if we continue to incarcerate abused girls through their status
offenses, dramatic changes must be made in order to affect any change.
One final solution that may address our need to continue state
regulation over status offenders, while at the same time moving them out of
secure detention facilities is to move status offenses out of delinquency and
into social services and child protection. Many female status offenders
have trauma backgrounds which must be addressed in order for them to
experience their most positive outcomes. This solution would allow a
mandated and state-funded provision of services for status offenders, but
would avoid confining them in detention. If girls who were removed from
their homes or families to be placed in foster care and were provided with
services to end the abuse, then they may be less likely to run away from
home. If comprehensive counseling services were offered on top of this,
then there is a better chance that the girls would not fall victim to the
plethora of negative outcomes that often result for those with abuse
histories.
There are several problems, however, with this suggestion of moving
abused runaways into social services. The most obvious problem is
funding. Funding is currently more easily accessible for detention services
and within the umbrella of delinquency than it is for social services. In
addition, social services systems are infamous for their lack of funding,
poor services, and mismanagement. There is also a growing recognition
that a significant number of the children who become involved with both
28
the juvenile and criminal justice systems were clients of social services.
For these reasons, the movement of abused runaways into the social service
system may alleviate some problems while spurring a new host of others.
There is no clear legal or programming solution to solve the issue of
female status offenders. Real change will probably require a multidisciplinary group of stakeholders who work together to comprehensively
address the issues behind girls and status offenses. Legal, programmatic,
or detention solutions will not be enough on their own.
VII. CONCLUSION
The legal system is currently failing to address the overwhelming needs
of girls in the juvenile justice system. It is obvious that several major

accommodate girls. Id. In recognition of the fact that girls' healing from physical and
sexual abuse is different than boys', Ecco Glen has developed gender-specific
programming. Ecco Glen is not perfect, however, as girls receive no vocational training
there. Id.
127. Acoca, supra note 77, at 581-82.
128. See London Alexander, supra note 30, at 587-58 ( "Seventy-five percent of the young
women committed to DYS reported receiving services from the Department of Social
Services (DSS) prior to commitment").
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changes need to be made if we hope to adequately serve the children that
we have allowed to become damaged and violated within their homes and
communities. It is essential that we create more comprehensive programs
which foster girls' resiliency and minimize the effects of victimization.
Research and ongoing funding for community-based programs must be
made available for the long-term sustenance of these programs. Most
programming has been created based upon a male model; it is time to allow
females a voice in their programming.
Perhaps the most important conclusion is the highlighting of the role
that sexual and physical abuse is having upon the lives of our children. It
has become one of the strongest indicators of a plethora of troublesome
outcomes for girls. A more concentrated effort must be made to raise
awareness around preventing and ceasing physical and sexual abuse of
children. This does not mean simply locking up more perpetrators, but
giving families the skills to stop the abuse.
Status offenses are often the gateway into the juvenile justice system,
even though they are also an obvious sign that a child needs help. As girls
continue to fall victim to their perpetrators, the court system, and detention,
their needs are continually ignored and their voices silenced. If these needs
are not recognized for what they are, then we simply are allowing yet
another generation of victims becomes re-victimized, criminalized, and
hurt again. This is not what our juvenile code was meant to do. It is time
to make a change in the way that we treat girls in the juvenile justice
system.

